Download Chocolate The Consuming Passion
Lavishly illustrated and filled with useful facts and cheerful misinformation, CHOCOLATE: The Consuming
Passion is the absolute ideal gift for every true chocolate obsessive. Discover the many faces of chocolate—milk
chocolate, dark chocolate, boxed chocolates, pretend chocolate, and the wild new frontier of small-batch craft
chocolate.
The ever-delightful Sandra Boynton offers up an adorably illustrated revision of her 1982 Chocolate: The
Consuming Passion, which if you've ever longed to see chocoholic hippopotomi plant cacao trees is just the
book for you.
Lavishly illustrated and filled with useful facts and cheerful misinformation, CHOCOLATE: The Consuming
Passion is the absolute ideal gift for every true chocolate obsessive. Discover the many faces of chocolate—milk
chocolate, dark chocolate, boxed chocolates, pretend chocolate, and the wild new frontier of small-batch craft
chocolate.
We've even coined a word for our passion: chocoholic, meaning one who is fond of chocolate to the point of
addiction, is an entry in the Oxford English Dictionary. Our consuming passion for chocolate began with
ancient Mesoamerican civilizations.
This is a lovely book! Beautiful and funny illustrations, delicious recipes, interesting facts ... "Chocolate The
Consuming Passion" covers basically everything any chocolate lover would want to know. It includes chocolate
profiles, information about different kinds of chocolate, chocolate myths and funny observations.
Get this from a library! Chocolate : the consuming passion. [Sandra Boynton] -- This handbook is a wideranging guide to chocolate, filled with useful facts and vital misinformation. Inside, you will discover : the five
classic chocolate personality profiles ; advice on ...
Plus, how to grow chocolate at home, a foolproof method for determining if chocolate is in season (does the
name of the month contain the letter A, E, or U?), and a recipe for Hippo Pot de Mousse. "Fourteen out of ten
people like chocolate," says the artist.
Chocolate : The Consuming Passion by Sandra Boynton A copy that has been read, but remains in excellent
condition. Pages are intact and are not marred by notes or highlighting, but may contain a neat previous owner
name. The spine remains undamaged. At ThriftBooks, our motto is: Read More, Spend Less. | eBay!
Chocolate: the consuming passion This was the title of a wonderful book my mother gave me a few years ago.
It's a humourous and quirky book aimed at people like me who are self-confessed chocoholics.
A Consuming Passion for Chocolate, Wine & Life. All links on this blog are editorially given. Do not contact
me for link exchanges.
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